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What is The Heartbleed Bug Exactly?

Nothing makes you panic like the thought of a hacker having access to your most valuable information
over the Internet; your usernames and passwords.    When the news announced last week that there
was a new security vulnerability in what is called Open SSL Software, the name Heartbleed Bug
spread like wildfire. It was everywhere. 

What exactly is “Open SSL?” Open SSL software stands for “Open Source Secure Sockets Layer
Encryption.” Open source software is very popular with developers, because the code is openly
available to use, and thus has the ability for many programmers to use it and enhance it. SSL
provides communication security and privacy over the Internet for applications such as web, email,
instant messaging (IM) and some virtual private networks (VPNs).

 

How does The Heartbleed Bug play into all of this? The Heartbleed Bug is a vulnerability in the
Open SSL which could let a hacker access the memory of data servers. This in turn would allow
hackers access to your usernames, passwords and credit card information.

 

Now that you know the basics of The Heatbleed Bug, such as what it is and what it does, please know
that your Internet Banking information was never affected by this vulnerability. Internet Banking uses a
high level of encryption and we constantly monitor the security of the service to make sure it stays as
safe as can be.

 

If you would like to learn more about The Heartbleed Bug, feel free to visit CNET's Heartbleed Bug
FAQs.
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Budget Now to Make Your Holiday Season a Jolly
One
Early planning can ensure wintertime festivities don’t overwhelm
your finances

The 2013 holiday season seems like it just ended, and tax season is already coming to a close. Now
might not seem like the best time to start budgeting for wintertime vacations and gift giving, but when
it comes to planning your 2014 festivities, there’s no time like the present.

 

If you start your plan now, rather than waiting for the weeks before the holidays begin, you have a
better chance of staying on budget with your money and your time, giving you a more relaxed and
enjoyable holiday with your family without breaking the bank. Listen to the advice from these experts
and give yourself an early bonus to help you through your December celebrations.

 

“If you’re forced to shop on deadline, you may not have enough time to thoughtfully put together a
spending budget and decide what to give everyone on your list,” says personal finance expert
Odysseas Papadimitriou. “Things get hectic around the holidays, and if you’re in a hurry, convenience
could easily overtake cost on your list of priorities. Not being rushed will also help you avoid impulse
purchases.”

 

Saving early doesn’t just
make it easier to control
your spending on holiday
gifts. Early planning and
budgeting can also reduce
travel expenses, and with
millions of Americans taking
to the skies — and even
more to the roads — every
holiday season, making
those plans early can pay off
big when the holidays roll
around.

 

“If you're opting for a
high-traffic destination, a
cruise or an international
jaunt, book those tickets and
hotel rooms early,” says
Practical Nomad author

Edward Hasbrouck. ”When it
comes to international or
popular options, you save
money by doing it now."







 

“By avoiding the busiest days of the year, you'll avoid higher fares in general,” says financial reporter
Mellody Hobson. “For example, if you return on the Monday after Thanksgiving, you can save 10
percent. You can save up to $70 if you travel on Thanksgiving [Day,] and 10 percent if you travel on
Christmas [Day.”]

 

Now is a good time to start getting everyone else onboard with your early holiday budgeting. Discuss
your plans with other relatives you might be traveling to see—or who might be traveling to see you.
Make sure everyone in your household has the same expectations, and remember that the earlier
these expectations get set, the happier everyone will be to stick to them.

 

"It's a good time to sit down with kids and establish some guidelines," says Gerri Detweiler, a credit
consultant and personal finance author. “Depending on their ages, you can touch on how much they
can spend, what they can expect and what they can do to help others. And maybe even give them
extra chores to earn money for holiday spending."

 

Set your holiday spending course now, and keep your ship on track through the summer. Springtime
savings will snowball by winter, and you’ll have happier holidays thanks to your headstart.
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The Pros and Cons of Leasing a Vehicle
What do you need to know for your next vehicle?

There’s a lot to consider when you’re on the market for a new vehicle. Once you’ve decided on the
perfect make, model and color, you also have to find the best way to finance your new car. In order to
determine if leasing is right for you, consider the following pros and cons: 

 

Pros:

 

You get more for your monthly payment 
 

When you lease a vehicle rather than purchase one, the same monthly payment can typically get you
a better vehicle. This is because when you lease a vehicle, your monthly payment only covers how
much the vehicle’s value depreciates over the life of the lease, rather than the entire sale price. 

 

“This is one of the biggest single attractions of car leasing for many people,” states Eric Peters from
AOL Autos. “A car (or truck) that might cost you $500-$600 per month to buy might cost $100 per
month less with car leasing.”

 

Save money on the down
payment

 

Another of the most
attractive features of a lease
is the fact that leasing
typically requires little to no
down payment. Although
choosing a small or
nonexistent down payment
when you sign your lease
can set you up for higher
monthly payments, it may
still be the right choice for
people who need a vehicle
right away and don’t have
the ability to wait to save up
for a down payment.

 

Better warranty coverage

 

Three years is a typical







Three years is a typical
lease term, and it’s also the duration of many new vehicle’s bumper-to-bumper warranty coverage.
This means that if you lease, your car may be covered the entire time you drive it. Once the warranty
runs out, you’ll be ready to lease a new vehicle, potentially saving you money on repairs that arise
after the warranty period. 

 

Newest technology

 

Leasing a new vehicle every few years means that your vehicle will never lack the latest technology.
This makes leasing a great option for tech lovers and drivers who simply like to have the newest
features in their vehicles. 

 

Tax benefits

 

There are several tax advantages that come with leasing a vehicle. When leasing, you rid yourself of
the upfront sales tax.

 

 “If you own a business and use the vehicle only for business purposes, you can claim it as a tax
deduction,” according to the DMV.

 

Cons:

 

Limited mileage

 

One of the biggest drawbacks of leasing a vehicle is that the lease will specify a maximum number of
miles that you can drive per year. For example, if your three-year lease has a yearly 12,000-mile limit,
this means you have 36,000 total miles. At the end of your lease, if you have exceeded that limit, you
will need to pay a fee for each mile over the limit. These fees can be substantial, so it’s important to
consider how much you typically drive per year before leasing. 

 

Potential fees for modifications or damage

 

Another disadvantage of leasing is that you likely won’t have full freedom to modify the vehicle without
incurring a fee. This means you may not be able to install a better audio system or make other
improvements. It can also mean that you could be charged a fee if you alter the appearance of the
vehicle in a negative way, such as by harming the paint with a bumper sticker. 

 

You won’t build equity

 

“Since you’re basically renting the car when you lease, you’re not building any equity,” states Liz
Opsitnik from U.S. News. “This is similar to renting an apartment versus buying a condo or house.”

 

No end to the payments

 

When you lease a vehicle, you will need to make a payment every month. If you purchase your
vehicle, however, you will be free from monthly payments once you pay off the full purchase price of
the vehicle.



 

Higher credit scores may be required

 

“Another potential downside to leasing is that usually only shoppers with good credit scores will qualify
for a car lease,” states Opsitnik. “If your credit score is less than perfect, you may want to consider
buying a used car.”

 

If you’re not able to afford the big down payment and monthly payments associated with buying a new
vehicle, but don’t want to deal with the downsides of leasing, purchasing a used vehicle with
affordable financing from your local financial institution may be your best bet.

 

In order to find out more about purchasing a used vehicle, please give us a call today.
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How to Choose Life Insurance
The differences between permanent and term life insurance

Even though you know you need life insurance to save for the future and protect the financial security
of your family, you may not know which type is best for your current financial circumstances and the
needs of your family. This information can help you understand the basic differences between term
and permanent life policies. 

 

“The wrong kind of life insurance can do more damage to your financial plans than just about any
other financial product today,” according to Ginger Applegarth from MSN Money. This is why it’s
especially important to carefully decide which type of life insurance you purchase.

Term life insurance provides coverage for a certain number of years. If the policyholder dies during
this time period, the plan pays out a death benefit. One disadvantage to this type of policy is that its
benefits are limited to its death benefit, so if you live longer than the policy length, there is no payout.
The main benefit to term life
insurance is its affordability.

 

“Term insurance can be a
good fit for younger
individuals and families, who
need protection against the
loss of income of a primary
earner for a stated period of
time, at an affordable cost,”
according to Daniel Solin
from the U.S. News. “For
many consumers, the only
way they can afford the
coverage they need, for the
time when they need it, is
through term life insurance.”

 

The other type of policy is a
permanent life policy, which
combines death benefits
with what is known as a
“cash value.” Because the
part of the premium that is placed into the cash value continues to grow due to earned interest or
dividends, the older a policy gets, the more it’s worth. Because permanent life policies include cash
value, they’re more expensive than term life plans with comparable death benefits. 

 

“According to independent insurance consultant Glenn Daily, permanent insurance can make sense
for consumers who need to create liquidity in order to pay projected federal estate taxes,” states Solin.
“He also recommends permanent insurance to those concerned about asset protection, where state







law provides that the cash value and death benefits of insurance policies are not subject to claims by
creditors.”

 

To sum up these differences, term life policies only benefit the families of people who die before the
policy runs out while permanent life policies benefit those who out-survive their plans, as well as the
families of those who don’t.

 

There are several different types of permanent life insurance, including universal life, whole life,
variable universal life, variable life and index-universal life. All of these plans are structured to invest
your premium in different ways, and they also have varying structures for payouts. 

 

Traditional whole life is a popular choice because it offers the most guarantees. The annual premium
and minimum cash values and death benefits are all guaranteed. This type of plan is good for more
conservative investors that have trouble saving. 

 

Universal life provides more flexibility with varying premiums each year. It may even be possible to
skip a year. 

 

“Universal life has maximum guaranteed premiums and minimum guaranteed cash values and death
benefits,” states Applegarth. “Instead of dividends, universal life policies earn interest at the credited
interest rate determined each year.”

 

At the least conservative end of the spectrum is variable life. Variable life provides the fewest
guarantees, but it makes up for that by giving investors the chance to make larger increases in their
cash value. There is no guaranteed cash value. 

 

“Daily, a fee-only insurance consultant, says that most clients who consult with him end up doing
something different than what they had originally planned,” states Solin. “He does not believe
consumers are getting the information they need to make an informed decision.”

 

This is why it’s important to discuss any questions you have about life insurance with your financial
institution. It’s a big decision that can have tremendous financial repercussions, so be sure that you’re
getting the right information by speaking with a professional. If you have any questions about life
insurance or other ways to save, please give us a call.
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The Best Times to Buy an SUV
Find out when SUVs come down in price 

Have you ever wanted to own a sport utility vehicle (SUV)? Marking certain days or months on your
calendar may help you find the best deal. It turns out that if you purchase an SUV during specific
times of the year, you may pay less than if you bought it during other months.

Here are some of the best times to save on your SUV purchase:

Winter. December and
January offer some of the
highest discounts when
purchasing an SUV (an
average of 6.6 percent),
according to TrueCar, an
automotive pricing and
information website. Since
SUVs are normally
considered a summertime
vehicle for those who want
to hit the trails and head
outdoors, the winter season
sometimes brings better
discounts as there aren’t
many people willing to make
that purchase in the winter.
In addition, it’s early winter
when dealers are trying to
get rid of the previous year’s
models, so they’re more
willing to lower the purchase
price as fall turns to winter.

Late summer. Because
August is the time when new models come in, this is also considered a time when dealers are willing
to initiate a bargain. The caveat: Buying during summer’s end means you should be okay with owning
an SUV that isn’t necessarily the newest model.

End of the year. If you can afford to wait until the end of the calendar year, you’re bound to get the
best possible price on your vehicle. Most dealers need to meet annual quotas, and if they haven’t
done so, they’ll be more willing to strike up a bargain with you. Another reason to buy at the end of the
year is because annual sales bonuses are common around this time, and car dealers are more willing
to reduce prices to sell more.

Tuesday or Wednesday. While this seems fairly specific, an expert from www.autocheatsheet.com,
written by a dealership professional recommends Tuesday or Wednesday on any given week.
“Tuesday and Wednesday are normally the slowest times of the week for a car dealership. Most
people work during the week and do not normally shop for cars. This makes business slow and traffic
on the dealer’s lot scarce. I did whatever it took to sell a car when a customer showed up in the
middle of the week. This is why I recommend Tuesday and Wednesday as the best times of the week







to buy a car.”

 

Whatever you’re looking for, make sure you do your research and are comfortable with how much you
want to spend. Your local financial institution usually has excellent rates and can help with the
financing so stop by today with any questions.
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Candy Alternatives for the Easter Basket
Healthy treats, pennies and more

If you want to avoid all the sugary treats when you’re helping the Easter Bunny with his basket
creations, there are many ways to do this while still bringing smiles of delight to your children. We
have some ideas to inspire the possibilities.
 
Swap out the treats
Say goodbye to the chocolate treats
and gummy jelly beans. Instead, why
not include mini boxes of raisins, mini
bran muffins and fresh fruit? The sky
is the limit with healthy snacking
options –both store-bought and
homemade.
 
Show them the money 
When you’re putting together those
plastic eggs for hunts, fill them with
coins instead of candy. You could also
tuck in some dollar bills to make the
hunt even more lucrative for your
kiddos.
 
Capture memories
Pack the basket with a disposable
camera your child can use to collect
snapshots of friends and family to
remember on future Easters. You
might even throw in a scrapbook kit
with ideas on how to transform those pictures into a book of memories.
 
Inspire imagination
Fuel your children’s creativity by including items that give them a chance to make something and build
new skills. It might be a jewelry-making kit, brushes and paint along with mini canvases or a blank
piece of pottery, or even a clay kit.
 
Play into their hobbies 
Does your child collect baseball cards or Pokemon cards? If so, new packages make excellent Easter
basket stuffers. Also consider books on the topic of your child’s latest passion. 
 
Create a theme basket 
The possibilities are almost unlimited when you key in on a certain theme for the basket. You might
choose a “Night at the Movies” and select a couple of DVDs and pair them with a pack of microwave
popcorn, a brightly colored popcorn bowl, and a fleece blanket or new pair of pajamas. Gardening is
another fun theme. Use a small bucket as the "basket" and fill it with a watering can, gardening
gloves, gardening tools, a few packets of seeds and even a stuffed bunny to round out the fun.
 
Give religious items
Take a moment to talk with your child about the significance of Easter and give items that reflect on
your beliefs. Include a book about the meaning of Easter, a religious pendant or a trinket for your







child's room.
 
Offer an experience
Instead of a basket, give your child an experience to remember such as a day at the zoo or an
aquarium. It doesn't have to be on Easter weekend, but you can print out a coupon or draw one telling
your child of your upcoming plans.
 
With a little fun and imagination, the basket you create will be so special your child will forget all about
missing the candy treats. 
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Best Wedding Movies
Great wedding movies will make you smile

Weddings are brimming with pageantry and joy, so it's not surprising that movies about them are
popular. Here are five wedding movies guaranteed to make you laugh, cry or both.
 
Bride Wars
When two best friends
schedule their weddings
on the same day, well,
the war begins. This 2009
film starring Kate Hudson
and Anne Hathaway
centers around two
women, Emma Allen
(Hathaway) and Olivia
Lerner (Hudson) who
decide they both want
their weddings in the
same location at the
Plaza Hotel. The movie is
full of all sorts of
humorous pranks and
comical encounters as
the brides-to-be attempt
to sabotage each other's
plans. Candice Bergen is
superb in her role as one
of New York's most
in-demand wedding
planners.
 
Father of the Bride
Many people don't realize this 1991 movie starring Steve Martin, Diane Keaton and Kimberly
Williams-Paisley is a remake of a classic starring Spencer Tracy. Just about any father can relate to
George Banks played by Martin, who gets nervous and unpredictable when he realizes his little girl is
all grown up and about to become a bride. Martin Short as the foreign wedding planner is absolutely
hilarious in his scenes.
 
My Best Friend's Wedding
This 1997 romantic comedy stars Julia Roberts, Cameron Diaz and Dermot Mulroney. Revolving
around a theme of long lost love, Roberts’ character plans to entice a long-time friend into romance
just a few days before the wedding. The soundtrack song I Say a Little Prayer (For You) was so
memorable in the movie that it has become a sort of unofficial anthem sung and danced to at wedding
receptions.
 
My Big Fat Greek Wedding
What happens when a young Greek woman falls in love with a non-Greek man, and her family has
difficulty accepting her choice? This 2002 comedy features a relatively unknown cast, including Nia
Vardalos and John Corbett. The two most notable stars are Michael Constantine and Lainie Kazan.
The couple endures a wide range of trials and tribulations before they finally walk down the aisle. It







ends up being a traditional wedding and there are lots of smiles to go around in the end.
 
The Wedding Singer
Adam Sandler is perfectly cast in this 1998 film about an energetic and entertaining New Jersey
wedding singer. Engaged to be married, Robbie Hart, played by Sandler, meets a waitress, Julia
Sullivan, played by Drew Barrymore, at a reception hall where he sings regularly. Julia is also
engaged and after a series of debacles they finally end up together and get married in the final scene.
Other stars in the movie include Kevin Nealon, Jon Lovitz and pop singer Billy Idol.
 
The next time you need a movie to get you out of the doldrums, try an uplifting wedding movie. They
never let you down.
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Taos, New Mexico
Embrace the Native American experience in a stunning mountain
setting

Taos, New Mexico, attracts a wide variety of visitors. Art lovers, outdoors types and those who wish to
simply relax in the stunning setting at the base of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains all appreciate this
vacation destination.
 
Stay at El Monte
Sagrado Living Resort
& Spa
This upscale, eco-friendly
hotel offers rooms,
casitas and suites in a
variety of global themes.
Larger suites are
available, but for an
experience true to the
surroundings, book a
one-bedroom Native
American suite. Each of
the 18 available takes its
name from a famous
Native American in
history and features a
Kiva-style fireplace, stone
tile, a living area with
foldout couch, and a
private balcony or patio
with a view of the
property's ponds and
Sacred Circle. The
grassy,
cottonwood-shaded area
at the center of the hotel gets irrigated by water recycled from the hotel, just one of the ways it lives in
harmony with the environment. The tropical flora and calming waterfalls throughout also contribute to
the hotel winning numerous awards, including a "Top 25 Resorts in the Southwest" designation by
Condé Nast Traveler. Visit the website elmontesagrado.com for more information and reservations.
 
Eat at Lambert's of Taos
Chef Zeke Lambert began serving contemporary regional American dishes to locals and visitors alike
in 1989. Lambert's former protégé Taoseno Ky Quintanilla took over in 2008 as executive chef, and
the menu continues to impress. Standouts on the dinner menu include New Mexican Green Chile
Stew and Colorado Rack of Lamb, served with garlic mashed potatoes, sautéed vegetable medley
and red wine demi-glace. Arrive before your reservation time to enjoy the restaurant's signature
cocktail at the bar: Zeke's Manhattan, made with Old Overholt rye and Italian wild cherries marinated
in Maker's Mark bourbon. Visit taosrestaurantgroup.com for more information and reservations.
 
Play a Round at Angel Fire Resort Golf Course
This par-72 golf course rises to 8,500 feet, making it one of the highest regulation courses in the







world. It features a front nine that winds through two unspoiled canyons of aspen and spruce trees,
plus a back nine with mountain meadows featuring rolling fairways and meandering streams. The
full-service golf shop with PGA instructor on staff and upscale Elements restaurant and bar make this
a must-play course for visiting golfers. The season opens on May 21. Visit angelfireresort.com for
more information and reservations.
 
Relax at El Monte Sagrado Living Spa
After playing a round at Angel Fire or hiking the Sangre de Cristo Range, book a massage and other
treatments at this spa. The 75-minute Talistone Massage begins with you choosing an engraved
talistone that best represents your intention. A therapist then uses a combination of water, heated river
stones, gemstones and plant extracts to create a custom massage experience to "melt away stress,
relieve tense muscles and reconnect your sense of profound sacredness." Visit elmontesagrado.com
for a full menu of spa services and reservations.
 
If you enjoy the beauty of Taos, be sure to stop by one of the more than 50 art galleries on the town
plaza to take home a piece that captures it.
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How to Recycle Everything
A quick guide to ditching your stuff

Each year, thousands of items are thrown into trash piles and landfills, creating environmental
headaches for future generations. Consider recycling or passing on your unwanted items to others
who may have a need for them. Future generations will appreciate a cleaner environment, and others
will appreciate receiving items they may need.
 
Electronics
Because technology
changes quickly, you may
find your family has
electronic equipment
(mobile phones,
computers and computer
parts) collecting dust and
taking up space. Before
throwing away your old
device and buying new,
consider upgrading your
current one. Often your
computer hard drive or
software can be
upgraded to current
technology without having
to buy a whole new
device. If it's not possible
to upgrade, the
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) provides a
list of companies who
offer buy-back programs
or electronics recycling
programs where you can
dispose of your items safely.
 
Furniture
Recycle your old furniture by giving it to someone who has a need for it. Donate your clean, good
quality furniture items to non-profit organizations, such as Goodwill or the Salvation Army. Sell or
donate your items to others on Craigslist, eBay, or local Facebook groups. Pass down items to family
members or friends.
 
Clothing
Before pitching your old clothing, consider giving it a second home. Sell your unwanted clothing at a
garage sale, or take your items to a local consignment shop. If you don't want to sell your clothing,
consider donating it to a local thrift shop, clothing bank or family in need. If items are stained or torn,
cut them up and use them for cleaning rags.
 
Plastic bags
While plastic shopping bags are convenient, there are now many homes overflowing with excess
bags. To prevent bags from coming into your home, consider using reusable shopping bags when you







shop. When you do have extra bags, drop them off at retail locations that collects plastic bags for
recycling. Can't find a location near you? Check the BagtheBan.com web site, which shows the latest
on plastic bag legislation and recycling drop off points.
 
Aluminum cans
If you have a recycling program in your neighborhood, aluminum cans are usually accepted. However,
you can go one step further and collect your aluminum pop tabs and donate them to help the Ronald
McDonald House Charities, a nonprofit organization which houses families while their children are in
the hospital. Visit rmhc.org to learn more about the program.
 
Construction and building supplies
Have a garage full of usable, but unneeded, building supplies? Consider donating items to your local
Habitat ReStore with your nearby Habitat for Humanity affiliate. The items are sold at a discounted
price to help lower-income families, and the profits raised through the store help build homes.
 
Before throwing unwanted items in the trash, be creative. Recycle your old items to save them from
the landfill, or sell them for extra cash. Help another family or local nonprofit organization. Each small
effort makes a larger impact on the environment for future generations. 
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